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“[T]he so-called Oxford comma (also known as the serial comma)
... is a lot more dangerous than its exclusive, ivory-tower moniker
might suggest. There are people who embrace the Oxford comma,
and people who don’t, and I’ll just say this, never get between
these people when drink has been taken.” 1
“Do we really need to place a comma after the second item in a three-item
series?” one of your students, perhaps a former journalist, might inquire. Many
style guides, including that of the New York Times, advise against such use.2
Other manuals, while generally recommending against using the serial comma,
allow for its use in cases where it would help to resolve ambiguity.3 Legal writing
style guides take a different approach: although they often recognize that the
serial comma may be considered optional in other writing contexts, they advise
that its use be mandatory in legal writing. Bryan Garner’s Redbook for example,
begins with the following rule: “Use a comma to separate words or phrases
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grouped in a series of three or more, and include a comma before the
conjunction.”4 Another text issues less of a serial-comma mandate, but does
counsel that “legal writers should make it a habit to include it.”5 In fact, the style
sheet for this very publication requires the use of the serial comma.6
So how do we explain to students why serial commas are mandatory in
legal writing when their use is not encouraged in other types of writing? One
answer, of course, is that legal writing values—indeed, demands—clarity in a way
that other forms of writing do not. And more often than not, adding the serial
comma adds clarity to a sentence’s meaning. When given a choice, legal writers
should choose against ambiguity (unless, of course, there are good reasons to
choose to be ambiguous). This answer may well satisfy the former journalist,
who is accustomed to thinking about writing choices in terms of audience and
purpose. We can expect such a student quickly to understand that the legal
writer’s need for clarity, along with her audience’s expectations of such clarity,
might require different “rules” for legal writing.
Many of our students, however, especially those who tend to resist any
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discussion of grammar and style, may be wondering why they should even care.
Comma or no comma, New York Times style rules or Perspectives style rules, the
meaning will be clear enough, won’t it? I propose that there is better way to
answer these students, a way that not just explains the importance of avoiding
ambiguity, but one that uses a case example as an object lesson. One of the many
benefits of using a case example is that it focuses students on the expectations of
an important legal reader: the judge who may be using her own understanding of
grammar rules to interpret language in a statute. In cases interpreting statutory
language, where the interpretation can sometimes turn on a single punctuation
mark, what can happen if the legislators who draft the statutes and the courts who
interpret them may be operating with different sets of rules—in this case, rules of
grammar? People v. Walsh,7 an unpublished City of New York Criminal Court
decision interpreting New York’s animal cruelty statute, provides an illustration
of just such a case.
There are, of course, many other statutory interpretation cases that turn on
the placement or absence of a comma.8 Among these many options, the Walsh
case presents a good choice for an effective object lesson for several reasons.
First, a number of other punctuation-rules-as-statutory-interpretation cases
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involve language and substantive law that might be overly complex for first year
students. In United States v. Ron Pair Enterprises, Inc.,9 for example, “the
Supreme Court relied almost entirely on the placement of a comma to resolve a
highly contested issue of statutory interpretation in a bankruptcy case.”10 While
this case has received a good deal of critical attention,11 the area of bankruptcy
law and the complexity of the language in question could easily detract first-year
students from the goals of the lesson.12 Part of what is appealing about People v.
Walsh is that the clause in question is fairly straightforward and the substantive
issue—what constitutes animal neglect under New York law—is an accessible
one for first-year students.
Another appeal of Walsh is the way in which the interpretation of the
statutory language turns on the judge’s certainty that her understanding of the
serial comma rule is the only one there is. While there may be some groups of
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people debating which of the serial comma rules is the better one,13 the judge who
penned People v. Walsh does not appear to recognize that there are different rules
that writers and readers may be applying. As this judge presents her opinion,
there is only one rule—a rule that requires the use of a serial comma—and
therefore she sees only one way to read the contested language in the statute. Her
interpretation fails to recognize that numerous style manuals, from the New York
Times to the University of Oxford Writing and Style Guide, are advising writers
against the use of serial commas. Our students would be well advised to
understand that judges, whose ideas about grammar and writing style is likely to
be heavily influenced by what is considered proper legal writing, are readers
whose preferences should matter.
The case People v. Walsh involved the interpretation of New York’s
animal cruelty statute. The defendant was charged with failing to seek veterinary
care for his ailing cat; he defended the charge, in part, by arguing that the statute
did not require him to provide veterinary care to his animal.14 The relevant
language prohibits animal owners from “depriv[ing] any animal of necessary
sustenance, food or drink.”15 The defendant argued that this language, particularly
the words, “necessary sustenance,” did not include medical care. In responding to
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the People’s counter-argument that “sustenance” is meant to refer to more than
food or drink, the court embraced the mandatory serial comma rule:
The grammatical construction of the clause “or deprives any
animal of necessary sustenance, food or drink, or neglects or
refuses to furnish it such sustenance or drink” indicates that
“necessary sustenance” is “food or drink.” ... Was [sic] the statute
intended to list three separate types of deprivation it would have
read “... sustenance, food, or drink …” For example, in an author’s
dedication “to my parents, the Pope and Mother Theresa”, the
absence of a comma between “Pope” and “and” indicates that the
author's parents are the Pope and Mother Theresa and not that a
separate dedication was being made to each of the three. “Three or
more items in a series should be separated by commas.” Evidently,
the clause “... necessary sustenance, food or drink, or ...” is not a
series or a list. 16
There are several interesting points that can be drawn from this excerpt to
make it an effective object lesson in a Legal Writing class. One might start by
presenting the students with the statute’s language and asking how they would
interpret it. Perhaps this conversation might draw from students their own
understanding of serial comma “rules” and how that understanding influences
their interpretation of the language. (In the best of worlds, this discussion might
actually generate a debate between students with different understanding of
whether the lack of a comma implies that the clause is not meant to be a list.) As
part of the discussion, the students might be presented with the various versions of
the serial comma rule as a way of emphasizing the different positions that legal
writing style guides take. The students could next be given the Walsh excerpt and
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asked to comment on the judge’s reading of the language in question and the
extent to which her choice of grammar rules influences the interpretation.
One interesting point to draw out is the judge’s failure to recognize that
“necessary sustenance, food or drink” could in fact be a list of three items, written
by someone who subscribes to the permissive use of the serial comma. Such a
reading is certainly a plausible one, given the context. One might argue, for
example, that the term “sustenance” can be read as superfluous if, as the judge
interprets, “‘food or drink’ in this instance are what is known as Appositives since
they serve to give additional information about the immediately preceding word,
in this case ‘sustenance’, and are set off from the rest of the clause with
commas.”17 In that case, one might imagine that the drafters would have chosen
to use “sustenance” or “food or drink” but not both. Of course, statutes with
superfluous language are drafted all of the time; what is interesting here is that the
judge does not even allow for a different interpretation.
Another point on which students might be engaged in the Walsh excerpt is
the use of the example that the judge cites from the Lederer & Shore text to
illustrate her position on the meaning of the missing comma: “in an author’s
dedication ‘to my parents, the Pope and Mother Theresa’, the absence of a comma
between ‘Pope’ and ‘and’ indicates that the author’s parents are the Pope and
Mother Theresa and not that a separate dedication was being made to each of the
17
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three.”18 Students might be prompted to think about the following questions:
Would a dedication “to my parents, the Pope and Mother Teresa” in fact indicate
that the author’s parents were the Pope and Mother Teresa, or would such a
construction perhaps create ambiguity as to whether the author was listing two or
four dedicatees? And even if we recognize that inclusion of serial commas are
indicated when they can reduce ambiguity, perhaps any potential ambiguity in the
above phrase might be resolved by the context of the language. Since anyone
reading the dedication would know that the author’s parents could not possibly be
the Pope and Mother Teresa, it could be argued that the use of a serial comma in
this instance is optional, since there is really no ambiguity to resolve.19
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There are, of course, a number of other teaching points that one could
draw from this simple exerpt of statutory language. The lesson could, for
example, be expanded into a broader one about the language of the statute and
how it creates amibiguity. The paragraph that the judge in Walsh was
interpreting, which was last amended in 2005, is actually a single sentence that
contains 145 words with numerous embedded clauses. Its structure alone makes
it an exceedingly difficult sentence to follow:
A person who overdrives, overloads, tortures or cruelly beats or
unjustifiably injures, maims, mutilates or kills any animal, whether
wild or tame, and whether belonging to himself or to another, or
deprives any animal of necessary sustenance, food or drink, or
neglects or refuses to furnish it such sustenance or drink, or causes,
procures or permits any animal to be overdriven, overloaded,
tortured, cruelly beaten, or unjustifiably injured, maimed,
mutilated or killed, or to be deprived of necessary food or drink, or
who wilfully sets on foot, instigates, engages in, or in any way
furthers any act of cruelty to any animal, or any act tending to
produce such cruelty, is guilty of a class A misdemeanor and for
purposes of paragraph (b) of subdivision one of section 160.10 of
the criminal procedure law, shall be treated as a misdemeanor
defined in the penal law.20
There are lessons here about writing more clearly and breaking down long
sentences into more sensible parts. Students could, for example, be challenged to
rewrite this statute in plain English, breaking this long sentence down into several
smaller ones. Another flaw in the statute’s language is that (again within the same
long sentence) it variously uses the terms, “necessary sustenance, food or drink,”
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“such sustenance or drink,” and “necessary food or drink.” Whether all three of
these terms are intended to have the same meaning is not clear. A useful object
lesson here could focus on the risks of choosing “elegant variation”21 in legal
writing and the unintended consequences of altering meaning.
There are some good reasons, however, to use this statute and Walsh for
the sole purpose of illustrating different understandings of the serial comma rule.
Having students read even this short case excerpt demonstrates that grammar does
matter, and that in some instances it might be especially important to understand
how legal readers are likely to use rules of grammar to interpret meaning of
statutes or contracts. We should take every opportunity to remind our students
that the goal of writing so that no reader can misunderstand, while an ambitious
task, is one worth aiming for.
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